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Mobile Under Counter Soak Sink
JOB__________ ITEM # __________ QTY # __________
MODEL NUMBER
RR 337-3474
RR 337-3477

RR
RR

337-3555
337-3557

The Piper heavy-duty Under Counter Soak Sink is designed
to fit under most counters that allow silverware or similar
products to be placed into for soaking purposes.
STANDARD FEATURES
XX Heavy gauge stainless steel sink has coved corners on a
XX

337-3474

XX
XX
XX

1-3/4" radius
Sink bottom is sloped toward the center of the
compartment and fitted with a lever handle drain
Sink bowl is mounted on four stainless steel legs
All welds are ground smooth
Four swivel stem casters, two with brakes

DIMENSIONS
XX 337-3474 - 24" x 24" x 18"

(with chute)

XX 337-3477 - 24" x 24" x 18"

(without chute)
XX 337-3555 - 24" x 24" x 32"
(without chute)
XX 337-3557 - 24" x 24" x 32"
(with chute)
NOTE: Furnished standard with lever handle drain. Bowl size
24" x 24" x 8" deep. *Add 10" for height from back of chute to
front of sink.
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Width
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337-3474

24"

24"

18"

337-3477

24"

24"

18"

337-3555

24"

24"

32"

337-3557

24"

24"

32"

LIMITED WARRANTY: piper products warrants to the original purchaser parts and
labor for a period of twelve (12) months from the date of purchase. See manufacturer’s complete
warranty for details.
It is our policy to build equipment which is design certified by companies that have been
accredited at the Federal Level by the Occupational Safety and Health Agency (OSHA) and
ANSI as a National Recognized Testing Laboratory. These companies include CSA International,
Underwriters Laboratories, and the National Sanitation Foundation. However, a continuing
program of product improvement makes it necessary to submit new models to the agencies as
they are developed. Consequently, all models may not bear the appropriate labels at all times.
We reserve the right to change specifications and product design without notice. Such revisions
do not entitle buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions or replacements for
previously purchased equipment. Information is not for design purposes.
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